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Life is offensive and refuses to apologise (Michael Leunig)
M. Tamás expressed a widespread feeling among East European ... though the stream of defectors never went totally dry, especially after... This essay discusses the origins, nature, and dissolution of ...
One Hundred Years of Communist Experiments
Ben Wattenberg: Hello, I m Ben Wattenberg ... reflect his life-long hatred for totalitarian governments. Animal Farm, a modern east fable attacking Stalinism, and Nineteen Eighty-Four, his ...
Orwell s Century
After Stalin s death, the line, the signals, the railways stations, the locomotives, and all that had been erected were abandoned to rust in the snow. In Reflections on a Ravaged Century, his ...
Inhuman power of the lie: The Great Terror at 40
Lea Ypi s memoir of life in Albania as its Communist system disintegrated is essential reading. Ypi gives us a frank picture of authoritarian rule, but she

s also scathing about the destructive shock ...

For Albania, Capitalism s Promise of Freedom Soon Turned Sour
But even the most ardent opponents of Mr. Chamberlain and M. Daladier, those who feel most ... against the revolution brought about by the totalitarian doctrines; there is in the heart of every ...
What Makes an American?
After all, as every American worker has come to ... In his massive study of ancient Greek society, the noted historian G.E.M. de Ste. Croix wrote,

We must never forget, of course, that Greek ...

The Myth of Pure Democracy
Sir Richard Rees, a déclassé aristocrat, knew Orwell well and has recorded him squaring up to some Communist who was vilifying the bourgeoisie,

Look here, I

m a bourgeois and my ... where he was in ...

The visions of Orwell & Waugh
The Politics Power & Protest novels are stories about the ideas, people and power struggles that shaped worlds. Many feature characters with ideas out of step with their societies, from Atticus ...
Making a protest: Ten political novels to challenge your views
After an initial stir ... suggests in comment 45), with a Stalinist personality cult [ding! #1], heading a Baath party that borrowed heavily from Nazi totalitarian organization [ding!
My Own Private Mid-20th Cent. Totalitarianism
Ai Weiwei tells Tom Sutcliffe about his own journey to becoming an artist and how his work has been shaped by living under a totalitarian ... the last Stalinist outpost in Europe.
Ai Weiwei on creative freedom
These men declared (after all, it was a Declaration ... It may only be January, but totalitarian larvae are emerging. This missive
The Weekend Jolt
It was 2 November, and where I

m from that

s mission is to provide links aplenty. Your Humble ...

s celebrated as Día de ... Sam had found solace and joy in trees in the hard year after his younger brother died in 2009, and I think we both ...

Every time you commit an antisocial act, push an acorn into the ground : Rebecca Solnit on Orwell s lessons from nature
But in my case I m most focused on the future and ... calling it thoroughly Stalinist , absurd and totalitarian . Mr Shorten yesterday said he would have no opposition to ...
Shorten, Plibersek cold on extra statue plaques
After the 1989 fall of communism in the Soviet bloc ... nationalism and the politics of language ‒ particularly in the region

s totalitarian and authoritarian regimes during the past two centuries.
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